Online Financial Astrology Conference
Saturday 25th April 2015 10.00 – 17.30 BST
All you need is broadband
tune in and watch this conference webinar from anywhere in the world
10.00 – 11.00 Christeen Skinner –A Beginner's Guide to Financial Astrology
11.15 – 12.15 Georgia Stathis - Business and Financial Astrology 101
12.30 – 13.30 Bill Meridian - Planetary Stock Trading- Stock Group Analysis
13.30 – 14.00 Break
14.00 – 15.00 Tim Bost - What Really Works in Financial Astrology
15.15 – 16.15 Grace Morris - Pick the Winning Stocks for 2015
16.30 – 17.30 Ray Merriman - Financial Astrology
£99 limited numbers apply
TO BOOK http://www.mayoastrology.com/astrology_online_classes.html
10.00 – 11.00 Christeen Skinner: A Beginner's Guide to Financial Astrology
An overview of its history and recent developments, reference material and suggestions of where
to start on a fascinating journey.
Christeen Skinner is author of The ‘Financial Universe’, published in 2004 and
revised in 2008. Her astrological interests focus on solar activity and harmonics.
Christeen focuses on business and financial astrology and has spoken at many
conferences. She works closely with city traders and is delighted to be a member of
two future-casting teams who assist businesses in their long-term planning. Her
website is www.financialuniverse.co.uk.

11.15 – 12.15 Georgia Stathis: Business and Financial Astrology 101
How are they the same and different? Georgia will show you specific tools for enhancing your
personal arsenal with regard to consulting individuals as well as researching business and
financial cycles from an astrological perspective.
Georgia Stathis professional astrologer, investor, international speaker/writer
teaches at Kepler College. Developing online classes while continuing research
on Business Astrology, she received her M.B.A. degree. Stathis writes articles,
consults and lectures frequently. She wrote ‘Business Astrology 101’. New Book:
‘Pushing Through Time’ will be announced at www.starcycles.com .

12.30 – 13.00 Bill Meridian: Planetary Stock Trading- Stock Group Analysis
This lecture describes the use of the horoscope of first trade to analyse groups of stocks. Stocks
tend to move together. This method enables the user to spot these trends in advance.
Bill Meridian obtained his MBA in 1972 and began to study astrology in the
same year. Bill first began applying computers to financial astrology in 1983.
Most recently, he has been making the analysis of first-trade horoscopes for
stocks much easier by working with AstroApp.com; see the site for details. Bill
has authored ‘Planetary Stock Trading 4’.

14.00 – 15.00 Tim Bost: What Really Works in Financial Astrology
Astrology provides huge life-changing possibilities, but nothing reveals them more dramatically
than using planetary cycles to make. This practical presentation explores the unique ways that
astrology can enhance trading performance in the stock market, and shows how simple
astrological concepts can generate major financial opportunities.
Tim Bost is the author of ‘Mercury, Money and the Markets’ and ‘Gann Secrets
Revealed: Beyond Symbolism in Financial Astrology’ and editor and publisher of
FinancialCyclesWeekly.com newsletter since 1988, Tim Bost is the creator of
training programs including The Basic Stock Market Astrology Home Study Course.

15.15 – 16.15 Grace K. Morris: Pick the Winning Stocks for 2015
Using fundamental, technical and planetary cycle analysis, Astro Economics™ outperforms the
market, first choosing the best sectors for the current cycle and then the leading stocks in each
sector. What astrological signatures can forecast a “monster’ stock such as Priceline (PCLN)
which trades at over $1000 U.S.
Grace K. Morris, M.A., (CA-NCGR-Level 4, ISAR/CAP, LPMAFA), is president of
Astro Economics, Inc. which publishes two newsletters, Astro Economics Stock
Market Newsletter and The Right Time. Books include ‘How To Choose Stocks To
Outperform The Market 2015’, featured in Forbes magazine and the Financial
Times. She has appeared on CNN, CBS-TV, CNBC and ABC-TV. She is Business
Editor for the Astrology News Service

16.30 – 17.00 Raymond Merriman: Financial Astrology
What is it? How is it used in the practice of analyzing financial markets? Financial Astrology is the
most consistent and specific market timing tool available for traders of financial markets. This
presentation will discuss why, and how it works.

Raymond Merriman is the President of the Merriman Market Analyst, Inc
(www.mmacycles.com). His market reports have served traders throughout the
world since 1981. He has written several books on the financial market timing,
including the five volume set titled, ‘The Ultimate Book on Stock Market Timing’,
1997-2011. At UAC 1995, he received the Regulus Award for “Enhancing
Astrology’s Image as a Profession.” At UAC 2012, he received the Regulus
“Lifetime Achievement Award.”
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